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My response to RCMP Chief Superintendent Mike Sekela to his unsolicited response to Judith and I in defense of the
crimes of
his employer Rob Paulson who used his position as Commissionaire of the RCMP to aid and abet the attempt to murder
us.And of course, this is an open letter to my countrymen as well, since I think all of this should be in the light.
Yes, we have seen this bullshit before Mike, so we are uncertain why you are sending it now.We never asked you to
investigate because the last time we did so I was charged by you people.
The judge eventually ruled you have shit for brains.In other words, you have already tried to pass this crap off on us
once.I was found innocent of your phoney charges which were only laid to cover up the attempt to murder us.Or would
you like to explain to me why the charges were laid?
What that means Mike is there had to be a reason for the phoney charges.Henry Proce was always adamant that his
constant harrassment was because his higher ups wanted us gone.Are you the higher up that wanted us gone Mike?Is it
Paulsons ass you are protecting or your own?
You say that Henry Proce was not involved in the attempt to murder us.But how can you be certain of that Mike unless
you have absolute certainty who was?THIS IS AN ADMISSION BY YOU THAT YOU KNOW WHO TRIED TO MURDER
US BUT ARENT DOING ANYTHING ABOUT IT.ARE YOU INTELLIGENT ENOUGH TO REALIZE THAT?
You are apparently too incompetent to carry out an investigation to an attempted murder when half the community out
here know exactly who is responsible.And yet you would have us believe that you are competent to carry out an
investigation into the criminal activity of your force?Thank you for admitting you are not competent to carry out an
independent investigation as we have been petitioning around
the world to have this investigated by an independent authority not from this country.We are also in the process of
making application to Germany for Political Asylum so we are no longer interested in your pathetic attempts to cover up
the crimes of your organiz ation.We are well aware of the many thousands of crimes committed by the criminals in your
organiz ation and we are well aware of the centuries old Peking- London Opium Connection run by the Brit'ish Crown now
purported to be a trillion dollars in drugs globally.Dope Inc. is a most interesting book isn't it?
If any of you, my fellow countrymen would like to call up Mike Sekela, the Chief Superintendent of the RCMP and ask
him who tried to murder the Townsend family, you may contact him at 250- 491- 2300 or fax 250- 491- 2381.Perhaps
someone could fax him a copy of this....
Since he insists that Proce was not involved in the attempt to murder us, he must know who is.Ask him who tried to
murder us.Ask him why we lost ten mining claims.Ask him why my wife got an email from a Victoria lawyer while i was
incarcerated who told her we had stumbled on an RCMP run grow op.Ask him why Proce defamed my character and
called me a squatter when we were properly licensed by his Crown and he had a sworn duty to protect that interest and
agreement with the Crown.Ask him why Proce gave two different sworn versions of the reason for harrassing us on our
mining claim.Ask him why they chose to charge me and kidnap me (that is what an arrest without warrant is) after I made
official complaints to the Ombudsman and RCMP Complaints Commission.You would think the RCMP would want me to
write letters to them rather than just shoot back when the criminal elements in their force try to murder me.Aren't we taught
to write letters and sit down and talk about it rather than going off the deep end and murdering someone like that cop did
to Ian Bush in a cell?Was the cop that murdered Ian Bush just following the instructions of his 'higher ups' like Henry
Proce was?Ask him who put off the Supreme Court Case by mutual consent when his officers colluded with the Vernon
Court Justices to put me in prison.Ask him why Proce refused to press charges against his informant Randy
Prebushewski after he murdered Carla Vierke's dogs until I made a video about it and put it on the internet.Ask him why
they never went and talked to Arne Gatz ke after Arne told me his nephew Bruce Prebushewski tried to murder us.
ASK HIM WHY I WAS NEVER PRESUMED INNOCENT.That the RCMP engineered a travesty of justice is clear beyond a
shadow of a doubt.I was presumed guilty by everyone and had to prove my innocence, WHICH I DID.Isnt that the

purpose of the presumption of innocence?
Ask him why I spent a year in jail and under house arrest and why the RCMP were calling up CRA and making up bullshit
about me and why they told the prison to have two guards around me at all times when i am so visibly disabled.The
prison guards laughed like craz y when they saw that.The only reason the RCMP did that was to have them put me into
maximum security.Ask him why the RCMP make up such despicable shit about us when neither one of us has a criminal
record?
And for Gods Sakes if the man tries telling you lies, ask him to send you written proof of his horse shit.My sworn
documents that I entered into court are on my web site at Gentile Defense League Dot Com.Ask them why they tried to
seiz e my computers when they laid the phoney charges against me.
Henry constantly telling Judith and I that he didnt care for our rights because his higher ups wanted us gone indicated
that
the criminal activity in your organiz ation goes much higher than little low life form Henry Proce.
The RCMP are an army of traitors to this country.They swear allegiance to a group of foreign criminals while our taxes
pay their wages.You are a disgusting group of individuals and that fat yellow stripe suits you.But that is not
surprising.Look who you work for.Is the Brit'ish Crown a Coven of Pedofiles?

I believe so.Consider...
Con- federation.. the great Brit'ish Slavery Con Game.
confederation = a conspiracy to commit a crime. (Black's Law 6Ed.)A confederate is defined as a criminal.
Brit'ish = Hebrew term meaning people of the Covenant.The Brit'ish Crown of Israel and the Jewish Monarchs believe
they have a covenant with God and that they are God's chosen people.They believe they are divine rulers and the rest
of us are slaves.
In 1867, a Brit'ish slave of the name of John A. MacDonald came to Canada and set up a slavery system.He did so by
forming a Brit'ish corporation in Washington and giving it the name of our country; CANADA.(Note the all capital letter
corporate name.)You can find this blank cheque company registered on the SEC web site.
This corporation called CANADA then unlawfully declared itself to be the 'government' of Canada and started its own
court system to back up its phoney claims.The courts are how the Brit'ish control us exogenously.They attack us by
claim of right and under color of law.
MacDonald was not Canadian and was not born here.He didnt give a rats ass about Canada.He was well paid to sell us
out, in fact it bought his freedom.If you read about him in Encyclopedia Britanica you find his most popular quote was "A
Brit'ish Subject I was born, a British subject I will die.He was clearly not Canadian and ironically he did not die a Brit'ish
Subject, he died a British peer.
Do you know what another name for a peer is?Other than master?Try FREEMAN OF THE CITY OF LONDON.
They are freemasons from the Crown Temple Church and their stock in trade is their 'Inns of Temple Court' where all the
sons of the divine law get BAR cards, which is nothing more than a license to steal.These four inns of temple court split
the world into a pie between them and use their courts to attack the nations they
target and claim as the 'common wealth' of gods chosen.
FREE = not subject to the legal constraint <legislation> of another. (Black's Law 6Ed.)
It is clear from the above definition that a 'subject' is another name for a slave.
The Brit'ish system of slavery has two classes of people; PEERS and SUBJECTS.Peers are Masters, Subjects are

Slaves.
You can read the bullshit story in the old testament (The Torah of the Jews) of how Jacob, a skinny little lying thief
becomes Israel; the ruler of God and Men.
How many people know that the Jews Claim to be Gods chosen people came from a dream Jacob had when he left
home at a run because his brother Esau wanted to kill him for ripping him off?
The best cure for a belief in religion is to actually read the religious texts they give you.(Now you know why your masters
dont want you to be able to read.)According to the story, the Jew claim to Israel is because this thief Jacob DREAMED
that God gave him the land of Israel.
Now that is just the story.It does not take much reading of the Jew Torah to see that it is a load of bullshit from one end to
the other.And the Talmud gets right filthy, claiming Jesus is in Hell immersed in a vat of his own shit.This is a religious
text?
A man that is clearly a low life scum bag has a dream that God gave him the land of Canaan and two thousand years
later the pariah state of Israel is dropping white phosphorus on Palestinians as they steal their land from them and
people actually believe they have the Biblical right to do so because they are too stupid to read their own bullshit
religious texts.
Knowing that these same Jews have set up a slavery system to govern us in our country, it does not take much to figure
out why 'our' foreign owned government is spraying us with aluminum, barium and weaponiz ed dormant bacteria
containing viruses does it?They have no problem dropping white phosphorus on Palestine and threatening to nuke all of
their European and African neighbours if their demands are not met.These are the same people running your
government for you through the BAR Mitz vah Association and CJPAC.These are the same people in CSIS and why in
Gods name are the IDF training Canadian police when they are a pariah state and international murderers?
BAR Mitz vah - Hebrew term meaning 'son of the divine law'.And the Bar (Mitz vah) Association is what is used to rule
Canada through its illegitimate corporate court systems.
Courts are also privately owned corporations run by the free man of london freemason lawyers that own them.We are
under open attack by this 'legal system' who have their foreign owned army called the RCMP to attack Canadians and
drag them into the phoney corporate courts to perfect their interest in them as human beings.Yes, that is right.The courts
in Canada are involved in slavery, which is a crime against humanity.
You ever get 'justice' in a Canadian court?I certainly didnt.We have been under attack from the RCMP and govt of
Canada ever since we gave a three inch thick report of child pornography on the internet to the RCMP.In 1996 they
declared that they needed to clamp down on child pornography on the internet and were asking for more powers to
police the internet.
At that time i simply trace routed the smut back to the people putting it on their and gave their names to the RCMP.The
RCMP told us they would pass it on to their serious crimes division and get back to us.They never did.Less than two
months later, we lost everything in a burglary and given the odd events that have occurred since then, we believe the
RCMP were responsible for it.
At this time our problems with Revenue Canada and doz ens of govt agencies also started.We had always paid all of
our taxes all of our lives and suddenly we were reassessed for the year before.I cant tell you how many times we have
been unilaterally 'reassessed' by CRA whose bullshit has no basis in reality and then attacked and told we had to pay
their shake down demands.It took me a few years to realiz e that the problem was that i had traced the filth coming from
the RCMP and govt's own servers.
I fought back politically...When I was president of the Alberta Party i wrote two books about this slavery system.For that
my wife and I have been under attack for nearly two decades and have been unable to work for all that time.
This long attack by the RCMP has left us both disabled.My wife in a hit and run accident that the same Surrey RCMP that
failed to investigate the burglary then lost all of the witness reports to.We got hardly anything from icbc and my wife still
deals with the pain.I was disabled after being unlawfully forced from a property we rented and having no vehicle tried to
use a tractor to do so.Our neighbour there in Edgewood was a dope grower who used to be married to an RCMP officer

and who she claimed was the biggest grow operator in Edgewood.She told us about her and him running drugs to
Jamaica when he was still a cop.She showed us her off grid grow operation which was running on solar panels and a
pelton wheel.She certainly wasnt afraid of who knew about her activity.Then she attacked us when we told her we did not
want to be involved in growing dope.
We did complain to the Ombudsman at the time but they just denied and whitewashed the whole thing.We complained to
the RCMP and then found out later through FOIA that Owen Wlodarcz ak even contacted CRA and told them lies about
us.Owen is a good example of how RCMP officers get away with whatever they want as well.He subsequently got
charged by his wife for putting his gun to her head in a rage.The judge let him off though as he had been an exemplary
cop all his career.
Why?Because we are under attack by the govt and courts who gang stalk us with public servants.How many people
know that 'income tax' is a con game run by the Federal Court of Canada?If you argue with Revenue Canada, they
simply rubber stamp a Federal Court Order to seiz e all of your belongings for debts owed to her Majesty.
A minor little unelected bureaucrat takes a court order and rubber stamps it without you even getting invited to court and
bang, you have just lost all your property.
I can show you the ex parte (we werent invited) rubber stamped federal court orders to seiz e all of our belongings for
debts to her majesty and with the governments own documents i can show you where government employees were
laughing at the fact that a CRA RTP is backed up by one of their phoney court orders while I was telling CRA that all I
wanted was my day in court.CRA employees were making secret entries on my file when i was calling in and telling them
that i wasnt paying anything until i had my day in court.They noted that it is lucky that is exactly what a requirement to
pay is, but they hid that fact against us.How many Canadians know that when CRA sends out a demand to pay that they
have already lost in Federal Court?We never discovered that until we got all our files back under FOIA.
For years the RCMP have followed us around harrassing us and threatening us.This culminated three years ago with an
RCMP informant trying to murder us in our motor home on our mining claim.They came within two feet of hitting my son
with the bullets while he lay in his bed.
The RCMP had been attacking us saying that we had our mining claim on North Fork in Cherryville for non- mining
purposes.(Which did not explain why we also lost our nine other mining claims or why they thought we had those.)
My wife was informed by a lawyer in the know from Victoria, while i was in jail, that his sources told him that we were
sitting on top of an RCMP grow operation.I pretty well knew that as I had watched Henry sitting in the bush watching the
grow operators head out to water their plants and wondered why no one was getting busted.
On the many occasions Cpl. Henry Proce attacked us on this property, he told us that we had no rights because his
higher ups wanted us gone, which is why I wrote to then Commissionaire Elliot and asked him to call off his yellow
striped rabid dog.He did nothing and neither did the fellow that took over.Actually I can not say that Rob Paulson did
nothing.He was well aware of the truth of the situation but he chose to aid and abet the attempt to murder us by having
his dogs keep attacking us.Henry mocked us again and told me to keep writing letters.
After the attempt to murder us, my disability worker cut off my disability cheque saying he was investigating the drive by
murder attempt.What the fuck, we wanted to know how he even knew about it since it was not in the paper yet.(We found
out from files obtained by FOIA that he had been colluding with the RCMP to attack us.)
I wrote a letter to the Ombudsman to complain about the disability worker.One of the five bullets through my motor home
came with in two feet of killing my son and i was pissed.The cops colluding with the disability worker simply turned
around and charged me with uttering threats for writing the letter to the Ombudsman.Even though I had complained to the
Ombudsman first about the disability worker and the RCMP, the Ombudsman refused to investigate saying that the
matter was being handled by the charges against me.All the govt had to do to get off the hook for trying to murder me
was lay phoney charges against me.And then i wrote a letter of complaint to the RCMP and was attacked with phoney
charges again.
I spent a year in prison and under house arrest before finally being found not guilty at trial.I was over fifty times in court
while Crown Prosecutors lied their shitty little faces off in court to try to make charges stick.They kept saying i was
psychotic and delusional and needed a psyche assessment.I personally think people like the RCMP and Crown
Prosecutors and the Judge who knew he was breaking the law and did so with absolute malice of forethought (Mayland

McKimm) are the psychotic and delusional nut cases.Isnt constant lying a sign of a deeper psychosis?
The upside was that after being found not guitly at the first trial the Crown dropped all the other phoney charges.They
had managed to keep me in jail unlawfully as long as they could, but when the case was finally set to go to trial in front
of a jury the Crown knew it was going to lose and dropped the case at that time.They had used to same evidence, my
letter to the Ombudsman, as evidence first that I had uttered threats to my disability worker after i wrote the Ombudsman
about him and then as evidence that i had threatened two cops two years later after I
complained to the RCMP complaints commission about them.
Of course it is ludicrous that the RCMP should investigate themselves.What other class of criminals in Canada is allowed
to investigate themselves?Well, public servants do it all the time.If you complain to the disability office that they are
fucking you around, who do you complain to?The same people that are fucking you around and then they sit there and
represent themselves and say they have done nothing wrong.It's one big con game against the Canadian population
that Brit'ish Jewry believe are their slaves.
How do we know beyond a shadow of a doubt that the RCMP were responsible for the attempt to murder us?That's
easy.On two occasions we complained about the attempt to murder us; to the Ombudsman and to the RCMP Complaints
Commission.On both occasions i was charged with uttering threats afterward.
I was not presumed innocent and literally every one of my human rights was violated, not only by the cops but by the
Vernon Courts as well.
What proof do i have that the charges were phoney and laid for no other reason than to cover up the attempt to murder
our family?Thats easy.The RCMP lost in court.The judge ruled that the RCMP had shit for brains.He said that no
reasonable man would believe that my complaint to the Ombudsman was anything more that exactly what it stated; a
petition to my government for redress.
Which means the charges were laid for an ulterior motive.And being as how they were laid after I officially petitioned my
government for redress after the attempt to murder us, it is obvious what crimes they are trying to cover up by attacking
me.
I do have a video about all of that debacle on Vimeo at: https://vimeo.com/69899679

So that is how things work in Canada, ask any RCMP officer that has been molested at work how they got treated when
they made a complaint to the RCMP complaints commission.Well, you dont have to ask them as it is common
knowledge that the RCMP simply harrass anyone that makes a complaint to the RCMP Complaints Commission.Sexually
molesting their co- workers and distributing pornography at work has cost the RCMP millions of dollars in out of court
settlements to try to cover it all up.Seeing how RCMP victims are treated by the rat bags running that filth organiz ation,
you have to ask yourself what chance do the rest of us have when these traitors attack us at the behest of their higher
ups like Rob Paulson using their scum legal system?
I have known how this country works since i was a kid on the street.And I grew up with liars as well so I know how that
filth gets on.My parents beat the living crap out of me with skipping ropes or anything they could get their hands on.I left
home at 12 on a run thinking my step dad was going to kill me after he attacked me and i accidentally bloodied his
nose trying to fight back.I spent a while getting abused by different foster characters and finally ended up on the street.
I was made a ward of the court under the protection of the Child Molesters Act in BC.And dont call it the protection of the
children act, i was a child and certainly wasnt protected.I still remember the day in court when I was made a ward of the
court and the judge asked my mother if she had anything to say.Dressed up like a nun my mother started into her little
miss innocents routine that has always fooled people as to how really psychotic she really is, and started complaining
to the judge about what a handful i was.Judge Keenleyside stopped the lying bitch in her tracks and leveled her a stare
and said "madam, do you realiz e I am taking your child because he has been abused?"I could have kissed the guy.It
was the first time in my life anyone ever stood up for me, but it was my entry into real hell.
I was sent to a group home in Chilliwack that was like... well, have you seen the movie Sleepers?I tried to watch that
movie over two doz en times until i could watch to the end.I tried to say something about the social worker trying to

molest me.I broached the subject at the dinner table one night and got fifty across the bare ass with a raz or strap for
being disrespectful to the social worker.I never opened my mouth again but at least the creep left me alone after
that.Fifteen years later he was convicted of 74 counts of child molesting and i can tell you that was not all his victims as
no one ever came to speak to me about it.The social workers all helped to cover it up.I got my files years later and
read the shit that they had been writing about me to cover up their scum activity.
That is the governments strong suit; they keep their own files and then they refer to them.They make up lies on their files
and then try to present them as the truth but they are clumsy.
I write a software emulation of a human brain that i can put all of my information into and link it together with truth
tables.For years i have made entries of every time i had anything to do with the govt and attached all the documents to
the entries along the time lines.The RCMP know this and that is why the first thing they asked for was my computers after
they kidnapped me.... arrest without warrant is a crime known as kidnapping and i was assaulted by Fradette while they
did so.I simply took all the data from the government and cops and put it in my application and it was pretty easy to see
what was going on.That how i won my court case.Just put the time line together and made issues of all the anomalies.
What finally ended it all?My writ of habeus corpus asking for five million dollars in compensation for unlawful
imprisonment.They started backpeddling pretty quickly when i finally managed to get my legal documents snuck out of
prison so my wife could take them to the registrar to get a habeus corpus hearing.They moved me around and kept my
documents from me so i could not defend myself.I was given half and hour a week in the law library to prepare a
defense for myself.This is a fair trial after unlawfully being in prison in the first place?
I was actually imprisoned for making a video about CRA unlawfully stealing my disability cheque.One of my bail
conditions was to stay off the internet but as soon as the Crown had that condition in place they attacked
again full tilt thinking i could say nothing.I opened my mouth anyway because freedom of speech is a fundamental
human right in this country.So the bail condition was a violation of my human rights and as a consequence the Crown
had to remove the condition from my bail and release me from prison.
Regardless of the fact that he had me unlawfully in prison and the charges against me had all been dropped and his
bail condition removed, Judge McKimm still insisted on sentencing me to a day for violating his bail condition...And that
was after I had already been released from spending a year in prison and house arrest and his unlawful bail condition
removed.What a fucking scum bag.
Before sentencing me he tried to send me to jail to have a psyche assessment to get help with my belief that the RCMP
were attacking me.When i offered him proof of it in the govts own documents he went apoplectic shouting at me to 'shut
up, shut up, just shut up'.This is a man that considered my side of the debacle?Not one bit.He knew full well the govt had
been committing crimes against me because he had the proof i offered him and he chose to pervert the course of
justice to defend his scum bag buddies instead.So first he had me in jail by violating my right to freedom of speech and
now he sent me to jail to violate my right to freedom of thought.
Most people get let out of jail when they win their court cases.Not me, i was found not guilty and then straight back to jail
they shipped me in chains.
So who are all these Freemen of the City of London who are targetting the Freemen on the Land in Canada?
This is a country of hypocrites and the whole nation is one big fucking lie.This may well be the best country in the world if
you are a free man of the city of london, but if you are a Canadian that does not work for the phoney governments these
criminals use to attack us, you are treated like dog shit.
What i do know is that we have this myth that two generations of our children laid down their lives for our FREEDOM.
Freedom is our birthright and it is even in our national anthem where we beller like bellicose buffalo about the true north
strong and free.What a pack of deluded idiots we fucking well are.
If someone in government is taking issue with you calling yourself free, my fellow canadian, then isnt it our heritage to be
sending a few tons of bullets in their direction?Should we be allowing 'our' government to wipe its ass on the sacrifice of
our children by attacking people calling themselves free after their fathers have spilled their blood to purchase that
freedom?

It is coming down to the final battle in this country very soon and the Freemen of the City of London are well aware of it
which is why they are attacking us with biological- chemical warfare chemtrails and weaponiz ed microwave devices like
smart meters and cell towers.They need to kill you idiots before you figure out what is going on.
If you read the Canadian Criminal Code you find the Canadian Armed Forces defined as 'her majesties forces raised by
canada.'Yeah, thats right, we never have had an army and have never put us in a war.That is all the work of the Jewish
Monarch Drug Dealers who the Archbishop of the Anglican Church tells you is your Queen.No Canadian ever voted to
give our sovereignty away to this psychotic delusional nut bag draped in dead animal skins and wearing a metal hat
with shiny rocks on it.Our children are simply cannon fodder, which is why they are dying in an illegal and undeclared
war over opium poppies in afghanistan.
And what do the Royal Jews give you for laying down your life for their opium business (opium wars anyone?)
They pin a poppy on your dead childs chest and laugh at how fucking stupid you are Canada.It is the penultimate insult.
Just like a freemason giving a black mass in the catholic church, it is a god damn abomination.Did you know that was
the purpose of the spanish inquistion?To get jewish freemasonry out of the church?The catholic church lost which is why
it has become an abomination itself.
How is it that the Brit'ish Empire has managed to survive?Pedofilia.One only need read the Talmud which says a Rabbi
can have sex with a child under three years of age but can not marry her until she is three years and a day old.This is a
religion?Of what?Pedofiles?
Go to my GentileDefenseLeague.com web site and read actual writings from the Talmud to see what a piece of filth is
being passed off as a 'religious text' and enjoys the right to 'freedom of speech' as a consequence.
Anyone who follows David Icke or knows the Holly Creig story or is abreast of what is going on in the british parliament
right now knows that pedofilia is the glue that holds the Brit'ish Empire together.
When people are badly compromised with pictures of pedofile activity, you can trust them to carry out crimes against
their fellow country men as they are going to get exposed if they dont cooperate.
It has been my observation that Lord Acton had his head up his ass.Power does not corrupt.Many honorable men gain
political power and acquit themselves as gentlemen in their public duties.The problem is that corrupt men seek
power.Corrupt men lie.
When you control all the newspapers and media you get to choose what you show your victims.But that has been the
power of the internet and the reason they want to control it.And also one of the main reasons for the constant attack
against us.You would think they were convinced i was 'the anonymous hacker'.
The internet has temporarily given the victims of global jewish banker atrocities a voice that is beyond their control.(As
long as you stay away from Facebook, Google, etc.... )They dont much like the fact that it is now easy to read the
pedofile filth they teach in their own religious texts.
A friend recently remarked to me that he did not know how I could stand the constant attacks and abuse.Thats easy.I
grew up as a victim of the courts of Brit'ish Columbia, the most corrupt and vile institutions the world has ever seen.I have
never known anything but abuse.
The problem the RCMP have with me is that i am not a coward.In fact, the only thing the sentencing report managed to
find disparaging about me, after contacting literally everyone i have ever known to try to dig up dirt on me was that 'Mr.
Townsend is too smart for his own good.'What kind of crap is that?I do stand on my own two feet and dont give a fuck if
there is no one there to help.I know what a fat yellow stripe means and like pinning the opium poppies on the chests of
the poor deluded bastards that have laid down their lives to protect it, the Crown laughs at these idiot armed clowns
dressed up in fat yellow stripes.Look at these stupid goy cops, oy vey.
These stupid goy cops in yellow stripes also provided policing services to the Soviet Union while the banking jews from
new york that took over Russia were busy killing all the cops in Russia in 1918.You can read all about that in the
Unauthoriz ed History of the RCMP by Lance Brown.

Yep, that is the first thing the banker jew does when he takes over a country.He kills all the civil servants and cops that
are not jews.Why?That is easy.Their fellow countrymen could not trust them, so the conquerors knew they could not trust
them either.
As a Canadian i have come to realiz e that we have been sucked in to back the bad guy.
The jews took over Germany from the inside and 18 million germans died in their holocaust of terror.The jews took over
Russia from the inside and 60 million Russians died in the ensuing holocaust of terror.
The jews have taken over Palestine from the inside and look how many Palestinians have died in the holocaust and
genocide that has plagued their country like a rabid mad dog in the last half century.
The jews run the United States and Canada from the inside using Aipac and Cjpac, which is why our dead broke ass
debtor nations give israel billions of dollars every year while we allow our own children starve on the street.
And when hundreds of millions of north americans die in the coming holocaust to north america, will the boo hoo joo be
calling us anti- semites while they wave their anti- gentile filth in our faces?
You can bet on it.What happens when an Israeli jew comes to power in Canada?Does he honor Canada or serve
Israel?Now that is an easy question to answer.
In 2004 Canada sent a delegation to the UN conference against apartheid in South Africa.At that meeting virtually all the
member states of the UN condemned Israel as an apartheid state.
What did 'our' dual citiz en israeli jew mp justice minister irwin cotler say about that?He did an interview in the Daily Haaretz on their Global Jewish Agenda web site that condemned ALL CANADIANS as anti- semitic.
Semite - An Akkadian, a Phoenician, a Hebrew or an Arab.
Well i can tell you right now that i have spent my life advocating for the freedom of palestine against the anti- semitic
holocaust of their people by the jews of israel.
I am not an anti- semite and i cant even say i am anti- jewish because i realiz ed a long time ago that most of the jews in
the world are also victims of those who say they are jews but are not jews, but are the synagogues of satan.
And no i am not religious either.I actually have read your religious texts.They are abominations and lies and filth to the
core.
Have you noticed how filth has taken over our world?Now i dont really care what vile hole you want to stick your dick into
or what kind of sick shit you want to shove into your twat.I grew up on the street and the attitude i have towards homos is
predicated upon being a small child under attack by filth on the street.Buying a child a sandwich so you can suck their
cock is not love.
Naturally such behaviour elicits revulsion from most decent people.And i certainly never saw a fag get beat up for being
a fag.I did see fags get beat up for making inappropriate overtures to people who were revulsed by their behaviour and
who they should just have left alone.
Well, we fixed that as a society didnt we?We put up gay parades so that gays could feel good about themselves while
they paraded their bare asses down the street in full view of our children.
Then the 'psychiatric profession', which is the biggest canard on the planet decided homosexuality was not deviant
behaviour and that it was a sexual preference and anyone that was disgusted with it is homophobic.
No problem, just redefine deviancy as normalcy and tell normal people they are the ones that are the deviants.
And now we have the same profession has just decided that pedofiles having sex with children is normal as well.It is just
their sexual preference.
Are you getting ready to have pedofiles screaming at you that you are pedophobic and there is something wrong with
you for being revulsed by it?

What do you think is going to happen in our courts with people like Judge Ramsay sitting on the benches?And
according to the Water War Crimes Web Site lawyers, this pedofilia is rampant in British Columbia govt and courts.

We do not live in a democracy.Most of our population that is eligible to vote do not vote.I do not vote, not out of apathy
but because i do not want to give my imprimatur to any of these criminal pretenders.A democracy is supposed to be
majority rule.It is not a democratic society when less than half the population vote and the rest of us are compelled at
yellow striped gun point to go along with you idiots.
If you do vote, go look in the mirror and take a good long look at the kind if idiot the rest of us are up against in fighting
for basic human rights.
Starting to see how fucked you are when you live in a system that has a court in their pocket that they use to make
everything they do legal and everything you do illegal?
These people in these phoney corporations posing as govt and court systems are not right or honorable.Judge
Ramsay let himself off the hook for twenty years while he molested children in his court.My social worker Bill Morrow got
away with at least 74 cases of child molesting until he was finally caught.
Judge McKimm judged himself when i complained about his actions and decided that he had done nothing wrong, even
after I had brought it to his specific attention that his bail condition was a crime against me and had been removed
because of that and he had me in jail unlawfully which is why i was let out when the matter was no longer up to him to
decide.
It always made me wonder about McKimm and Pontius when they colluded to send me to jail when i finally got a phoney
bail hearing weeks after my arrest.... not within three days as required by law.Court professionals are adept at playing
dirty little tricks to unlawfully put you in jail.I didnt know Howard Pontius when he stood up and assured judge mckimm
that i would hate him and target him.It was curious to me that he also told Judge McKimm that I thought he was a pedofile
when i had said no such thing and the paper he offered as evidence of this wasnt even my writing from my web site.It
was an article from the BC Revolution web site about Judge Ramsay and his pedofile RCMP buddies.I remember
thinking at the time; 'ah, now we come to the crux of the issue.'It was after that that i started making an issue of it in court,
providing proof of the filthy habits of people operating in our court systems.
How do these abominations manage to carry on this shit for so many years without getting caught?That is rather obvious
isnt it?They are just the tip of the iceberg and they are not working alone.

Until we Canadians get together and form our own lawful de jure government and courts we will remain the victims of
foreign liars and the sheer dumbed down retardation of our own society.
or we can head right back into the dark ages with the Brit'ish feudal system and you can practise bending your own child
over and holding their asshole open so the Judge Ramsays ruling BC can exercise their droit de segneur.
Crimen EXpilitae Hereditatis... do you know what it means?That is the hereditary right of the monarch jews to commit
crimes against their subjected slaves.
Oh, and as far as the child porn on the internet goes....Although it has always been convention to register the owner of a
website in a whois database, that is no longer so.Now we have lawyers setting up legal servers to hide the information
and you can not find out who owns the websites without going through the legal system.
Putting child porn on the internet is big business for the government.Look at my blog 'can even prayer fix this' that i wrote
years ago where i show people how to trace route this shit.
Now they sell child porn right in the open.And if you complain about it?They will charge you.They no longer care that it is
illegal to put that shit on there.If you happen across it and complain you will be the one charged for looking at child porn.
What i have learned about the Crown in my life is that when you accuse them of something they simply attack you and
accuse you of the same thing.When i complained about my social worker molesting me i got attacked.When i

complained about my disability worker colluding with RCMP to harrass me at the time they tried to murder us i got
attacked.When i complained about the doz ens of crimes the rcmp have committed against us, they simply attacked
me.They investigated themselves and whitewashed their crimes.

The gang stalking by govt employees is all pervasive in our lives.It is a constant silent attack that no one ever sees.All
they ever see is me getting pissed off at being attacked.How many Canadians now live in my world... more and more all
the time.
I see my mining claim is now blocked off and no one can go on the property.What happened to Don Smith saying that it
is Crown Land and anyone can go on the property?Who benefits by chasing me out of there?I mean other than Henry
Proce watching his grow operations for his 'higher ups'?Thats easy.Find out who bulldoz ed the driveway shut to my
mining claim and who else has licenses on the same property.
The day after the attempt to murder us, Arne Gatz ke showed up and told us that his nephew Bruce had done this.We
passed this information on to the RCMP but they ignored it.
Bruce has since shot through another disabled persons trailer.Got busted being over twice the limit and making threats
to his uncle arne with a firearm.And of course he is running around free.I wonder if that has anything to do with his
grandfather Eugene Foisy being the local alderman?Mrs. Foisy is Arne's sister.She says he has a big mouth but she did
take the time to explain to us that Eugene does support the marijuana grow ops in
Cherryville because he is too stupid to realiz e that bad money drives out good.Who is going to start a business in a
community the RCMP are growing dope in and people get away with attempted murder?

BC is a Brit'ish Crown dope growing colony just like Afghanistan.The marijuana industry is a 25 billion dollar a year
industry in BC.It dwarfs all other industries.How does the legal system feed off of it?By busting them.Big grow operators
can afford hundreds of thousands of dollars to get out of jail and our courts are seriously addicted to the proceeds of the
illicit narcotics industry.
Jude and I?Well, we are in the middle of nowhere in the high alpine starving and freez ing to death but at least we are
behind a mountain and the RCMP can not drive by in the midde of the night to pump more bullets through our home.We
no longer cultivate friendships as those are the people the RCMP like to attack.These vile shitholes have been attacking
their fellow countrymen for ages and it is not that they have their filthy craft down to a fine art so much as they have had
decades to recruit the most vile and despicable among us to rule our lives.
We are both disabled and get 1200 a month to live on.This is less than one disabled person normally gets but we have
found trying to access disability services merely makes us a target so we leave it at that.Getting mining claims was an
attempt at employing myself but we lost all of those due to RCMP lies and manipulation of the courts to pervert the
course of justice.
While I was in prison CRA reassessed my wife for the year 2008 and now says she owes them $257,000.00In 2008 we
made 11,860.00 in disabilty income and had two school aged kids to support.And we owe a quarter of a million dollars?
That is an income tax rate of 2600% making my wife the highest taxed person on her income in the world.
Think it cant happen to you?Think again.It happens to millions of us.It just doesnt happen to anyone working for the
foreign corporations posing as governments that are attacking us.That is how Canada is really run; by a group of foreign
controlled pedofiles committing treason and betraying their own country for a paycheque.
The Bill Morrows and Henry Proces and Mayland McKimms of our society dont give a shit whose lives they destroy as
long as they get to fuck kids in the ass and grow dope where ever they want with the full back up and knowledge of the
govt and courts they work for.When they make up lies about you and shoot through your home in the middle of the night
you are a sitting duck, and they know it and they love it.

How exuberant little Henry was coming out to our mining site and telling us we had no rights because his higher ups

wanted us gone.How fun it was for him to march around insulting us with his hand on his gun ready to blow us away at a
moments notice.He came out to visit us again the day before the RCMP carried out their official investigation of our
complaints against him
to mock us that nothing was going to come of it.Sure enough, the cop investigating the complaint never listened to
anything we said, never looked at a document or even the bullet holes in our motor home.He just said there was no
merit to the complaint and the RCMP turned around and charged me with harrassing and uttering threats to the shit bag
cop that was attacking us.
We even went to White Valley Services to get help with PTSD and subsequently found out from FOIA documents that
Henry Proce was also on the board of directors there.We have FOIA documents that show he is lying to CRA to
exacerbate the situation while he has me up on charges after attempting to murder us.He had the psychologist at white
valley call cra to tell them his lies after we had asked her to talk to cra to get our disabiity cheque back after they seiz ed
it leaving us with no food or heat and under house arrest in the middle of no where.He told us outright on our mining
claim that no one was ever going to go to jail as he knew for a fact that the guy would never confess.And how exuberant
little Henry was when they were leading me from the court in chains and he sat in his chair mocking me asking me if the
system was working for me.
No, Henry it doesnt.How long do you think it is going to work for dope growing pigs like you and your child molesting
buddies that havent yet been killed in Matsqui?Your RCMP buddy didnt think he was ever going to get caught until he
raped that kid and gave him aids did he?
I guess i have never given up hope that somewhere in this country there is some common decency though we have
rarely found it.Bill Morrow did get convicted of 74 counts of child molesting and spent 18 months in jail.Judge Ramsay
also finally fell from his bench.And i even read of an RCMP pedofile that was murdered in Matsqui after a long career of
attacking children and using his badge to cover it up.His last victim was a 14 year old boy that he gave aids to.Your
son?Or are you just going to wait until it is Canada?
The Golden Rule 'do unto others as you would have them do unto you' is the rule of free men.The Rule of Law is nothing
more than the rule of scum bag lawyers and is a slavery system.A crime against humanity committed by the courts.
Want to know what the Supreme Law of Canada is?The Bank of International Settlements IMMUNITY ACT.Two clauses;
they are not subject to the body of laws from which their act is derived, which is very definitely an end run on
our constitution and we cant touch any of the property they have stolen from us.When our economy crashes because we
have been forced by the courts to accept legal tender debt instrument liabilities for all of our assets, are the banks
forced to give your assets back to you while you use their paper liabilities for fire starter?All banking is fraud and a
society can not trade all of its assets for debt instruments and end up with anything other than debts.Canada owes a
combined debt of 5 trillion dollars to the Bank of International Settlements.They have an asset base of 175 trillion dollars
and are owed a globabl debt of a trillion dollars.
My poor deluded brain dead country men... do you really believe that welfare bum laying in the gutter with no food has
stolen the wealth of your nation?Look at the mans hands.Are they scarred with work.Now look at a bankers hands and
ask yourself how people that do nothing can afford towers to the sky?Because we spend all our money on welfare bums
right?Fuck are we stupid.
As Henry Kissinger stated; 'you would think a people who have been persecuted for two thousand years would ask
themselves why'.Maybe its because you keep running this legal system govt con game on your victims while you rob
them blind with jewish banker scams of the Brit'ish Rothschilds?

If you believe we Canadians have a right to free speech, I ask all of you to pass this on to your friends.You dont have to,
but we are a nation that is divided and conquered.
Some people have the right to say anything they want and to even protect their filth by calling it a religious belief.(You
can read about these Talmudic beliefs on Gentile Defense League Dot Com.)
The rest of us are charged for even saying anything about Brit'ish Crown Agents committing crimes against us.

